1. Introduction {#sec1-ijerph-17-03790}
===============

With the rapid economic development in China, people's living standards continue to improve \[[@B1-ijerph-17-03790],[@B2-ijerph-17-03790],[@B3-ijerph-17-03790]\]. The metallurgical industry makes products that serve as the foundation of modern industry, and the success of this industry is linked to all aspects of the national economy \[[@B4-ijerph-17-03790],[@B5-ijerph-17-03790]\]. The metallurgical industry includes the smelting and pressing of ferrous metals and the smelting and pressing of non-ferrous metals \[[@B6-ijerph-17-03790],[@B7-ijerph-17-03790],[@B8-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Ferrous metals include iron, chrome, manganese, and their alloys, while the other metals are referred to as nonferrous metals \[[@B9-ijerph-17-03790],[@B10-ijerph-17-03790],[@B11-ijerph-17-03790]\].

According to Dr. Edwin Basson, director-general of the World Steel Association, the steel industry has made outstanding contributions to promoting global economic growth and employment \[[@B12-ijerph-17-03790]\]. In terms of value-added, every dollar of value-added that is created by the steel industry will drive other global economic sectors to create an added value of \$2.5 \[[@B12-ijerph-17-03790]\]. In terms of employment, every two employment positions that are created by the steel industry can drive the global steel supply chain to create thirteen employment positions \[[@B12-ijerph-17-03790]\]. The contributions of the entire metallurgical industry to global development are much more than these. While benefiting global development, the metallurgical industry is also dangerous, and fatal accidents can occur \[[@B13-ijerph-17-03790],[@B14-ijerph-17-03790],[@B15-ijerph-17-03790]\], presenting high costs to businesses and society. For example, a thermal injury accident occurred at Qinghe Special Steel Co. Ltd. on 19 August 2007, which caused 32 deaths and six injuries, and a poisoning and asphyxiation accident occurred at Puyang Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. on 4 January 2010, causing 21 deaths and 9 injuries (State Administration of Work Safety (SAWS)) \[[@B16-ijerph-17-03790]\]. The metallurgical industry is a high-risk industry; statistical analysis has been performed for risks in other dangerous fields, such as coal mining \[[@B17-ijerph-17-03790],[@B18-ijerph-17-03790],[@B19-ijerph-17-03790]\], the transportation industry \[[@B20-ijerph-17-03790],[@B21-ijerph-17-03790],[@B22-ijerph-17-03790]\] and the chemical industry \[[@B23-ijerph-17-03790],[@B24-ijerph-17-03790],[@B25-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Zhang et al. analyzed the patterns and characteristics of 126 gas explosion accidents in Chinese coal mines \[[@B18-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Sze and Wong reported the injury, demographic, crash environmental, geometric and traffic characteristics of 73,746 pedestrian casualties that were involved in traffic crashes \[[@B20-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Shin described the characteristics of 147 major chemical industry accidents that occurred in Korea \[[@B23-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Despite the serious consequences of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry, few statistical analysis reports of fatal accidents in this industry have been performed. Li et al. counted the accidents in large scale iron and steel enterprises in 2010, 2011, and 2012 \[[@B26-ijerph-17-03790]\], but there are deficiencies in their study. First, the scope of the statistics is only large scale iron and steel enterprises, which cannot represent all the enterprises in the metallurgical industry. Second, the statistical period was only three years, so the results based on these data may be inaccurate. In addition, Berhan investigated the prevalence of workplace accidents and the associated factors in the iron, steel and metal manufacturing industries and collected primary data using a questionnaire method from production workers \[[@B27-ijerph-17-03790]\]; however, the results may be seriously affected by the subjectivity of the employees. Due to the important role of the metallurgical industry in global development, it is critical to perform a statistical analysis of the characteristics of the fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry. Importantly, this type of analysis is required to design appropriate safety measures to ensure safe production in the metallurgical industry.

Once the accident statistics in the metallurgical industry have been collected, not only should the patterns and characteristics of the accidents be analyzed, but the future characteristics of the metallurgical industry must also be predicted to adopt the corresponding safety measures. The widely used prediction techniques include grey system theory \[[@B28-ijerph-17-03790],[@B29-ijerph-17-03790],[@B30-ijerph-17-03790]\], BP neural network \[[@B31-ijerph-17-03790],[@B32-ijerph-17-03790],[@B33-ijerph-17-03790]\], linear regression analysis \[[@B34-ijerph-17-03790],[@B35-ijerph-17-03790],[@B36-ijerph-17-03790]\], and nonlinear regression analysis \[[@B37-ijerph-17-03790],[@B38-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Wang et al. predicted the urban heat supply based on the grey system theory \[[@B29-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Xu et al. proposed a new method for determining the number of hidden neurons in a network according to the mean square error of training samples and predicted the sand casting performance parameter based on the BP neural network method \[[@B32-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Xu et al. predicted the maximal water bursting discharge from the coal seam floor based on multiple nonlinear regression analysis \[[@B38-ijerph-17-03790]\]. For the situation where irregular fluctuations occur in the original data, it is usually impossible to find a suitable model to describe the variation tendency, so it is impossible to accurately predict future characteristics. For this situation, we could consider predicting the variation range of the dependent variable. Fortunately, the interval predicting method of the grey system theory can deal with this issue \[[@B39-ijerph-17-03790],[@B40-ijerph-17-03790],[@B41-ijerph-17-03790]\]. In addition, although linear or nonlinear regression analysis can achieve better prediction results for some issues, these techniques are powerless for predicting catastrophes. However, the GM(1,1) model of the grey system theory can be used for catastrophe prediction \[[@B42-ijerph-17-03790],[@B43-ijerph-17-03790],[@B44-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Therefore, the grey system theory is introduced to predict the future characteristics of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry.

If the future characteristics of the accidents in the metallurgical industry were serious, specific safety measures should be adopted to limit the impacts of dangerous and potentially harmful factors as a strategy to eliminate the potential for accidents. The bow tie model is a widely used risk analysis tool, different from fault tree analysis \[[@B45-ijerph-17-03790],[@B46-ijerph-17-03790],[@B47-ijerph-17-03790]\] or event tree analysis \[[@B48-ijerph-17-03790]\], the bow tie model integrates the basic causes, possible consequences, and corresponding safety measures of an accident in a transparent diagram \[[@B49-ijerph-17-03790],[@B50-ijerph-17-03790],[@B51-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Xu et al. used the bow tie model to conduct a detailed analysis of critical indicators in a petrochemical enterprise to prevent accidents \[[@B49-ijerph-17-03790]\]. In this study, the bow tie model was used to identify the causes and consequences of accidents in the metallurgical industry; then, corresponding safety measures were adopted to reduce the risk of accidents.

The main purpose of this study was to establish a composite risk analysis method for fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry. The accident characteristics of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry were analyzed based on statistical data. Then, the future characteristics of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry were predicted by the grey system theory. Finally, the bow tie model was used to identify the causes and consequences of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry, and corresponding safety measures were adopted to reduce the risk of accidents.

2. Methods {#sec2-ijerph-17-03790}
==========

2.1. Production Accident Statistics {#sec2dot1-ijerph-17-03790}
-----------------------------------

According to the guidelines for the reporting, investigation, and handling of production accidents, production accidents can be classified based on casualties or direct economic loss \[[@B18-ijerph-17-03790]\], as shown in [Table 1](#ijerph-17-03790-t001){ref-type="table"}.

If the numerical value of deaths, serious injuries or/and property loss is larger than the severe accident category range, then the accident grade is extraordinarily severe. The direct economic loss resulting from a production accident is difficult to estimate, and this information is not typically included in accident investigation reports. The accident level is usually determined based on the number of deaths and serious injuries.

There are many ordinary accidents, and sometimes the available website records are not complete. In addition, some businesses may not publicize information about ordinary, or less severe accidents to protect their corporate image. Therefore, this study focused on fatal accidents, which including major, severe, and extraordinarily severe accidents, with the idea that there is better reporting of these accidents.

This study examined a total of 152 accidents in the metallurgical industry in China from 2001 to 2018, which included 141 major accidents, 10 severe accidents, and 1 extraordinarily severe accident. The statistical data on production accidents were obtained from the accident inquiry system of the government website of the State Administration of Work Safety (SAWS) and the accident investigation reports of the local government website \[[@B16-ijerph-17-03790]\]. The statistical data for 2018 were only available until 30 June; after that, no additional data were available on the SAWS website. All the statistical data for the studied accidents are provided as [Supplementary Materials](#app1-ijerph-17-03790){ref-type="app"}.

2.2. GM(1,1) Model {#sec2dot2-ijerph-17-03790}
------------------

Although linear regression analysis \[[@B34-ijerph-17-03790],[@B35-ijerph-17-03790],[@B36-ijerph-17-03790]\] and nonlinear regression analysis \[[@B37-ijerph-17-03790],[@B38-ijerph-17-03790]\] can achieve better prediction results for some issues, they are unable to predict catastrophic events. However, the GM(1,1) model of the grey system theory can be used for catastrophe prediction \[[@B42-ijerph-17-03790],[@B43-ijerph-17-03790],[@B44-ijerph-17-03790]\]. The GM(1,1) model-based catastrophe prediction has been applied in many situations, such as the seasonal disaster prediction of flood \[[@B52-ijerph-17-03790]\], artificial muscle tremor behavior prediction \[[@B53-ijerph-17-03790]\], and epidemic peaks prediction for typhoid and paratyphoid fever \[[@B54-ijerph-17-03790]\]. The task of GM(1,1) model-based catastrophe prediction is to determine the moment when the next or several outliers will appear so that people can prepare in advance and take countermeasures.

Assume that *X*^(0)^ = (*x*^(0)^(1), *x*^(0)^(2), ..., *x*^(0)^(*n*)) is the original data series, and *X*^(1)^ = (*x*^(1)^(1), *x*^(1)^(2), ..., *x*^(1)^(*n*)) is the first-order accumulating data series, where *x*^(1)^(*k*) can be calculated based on the first-order accumulating generation operator (1-AGO) as follows:$$x^{(1)}(k) = {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k}x^{(0)}}(i),k = 1,2,\cdots,n$$ where *x*^(0)^(*k*) indicates the original data, and *x*^(1)^(*k*) indicates the 1-AGO data.

Assume that the matrix *X*^(1)^ accords with the exponential change law, and the whitenization equation of the GM(1,1) model is shown as follows:$$\frac{dx^{(1)}}{dt} + ax^{(1)} = b$$ where *t* indicates the time; *a* indicates the developing coefficient; *b* indicates the grey input.

Let ${\hat{x}}^{(1)}(1) = x^{(0)}(1)$ be the initial condition, solve Equation (2) and the predictive formula of *X*^(1)^ can be obtained, as shown in Equation (3) \[[@B42-ijerph-17-03790]\]. $${\hat{x}}^{(1)}\left( {k + 1} \right) = \left\lbrack {x^{(0)}\left( 1 \right) - \frac{b}{a}} \right\rbrack e^{- ak} + \frac{b}{a},~~~k = 0,1,2,\cdots$$ where ${\hat{x}}^{(1)}\left( {k + 1} \right)$ indicates the predictive value of 1-AGO.

The predictive formula *X*^(0)^ of the original data series is shown in Equation (4), calculated as $x^{(1)}\left( {k + 1} \right) - x^{(1)}\left( k \right)$. $${\hat{x}}^{(0)}\left( {k + 1} \right) = \left( {1 - e^{a}} \right)\left\lbrack {x^{(0)}\left( 1 \right) - \frac{b}{a}} \right\rbrack e^{- ak},~~~k = 1,2,3,\cdots$$ where ${\hat{x}}^{(0)}\left( {k + 1} \right)$ indicates the predictive value of the original data series.

The developing coefficient *a* and the grey input *b* are based on the least square estimation of the GM(1,1) model, as shown in Equation (5). $$\hat{a} = \left( {B^{T}B} \right)^{- 1}B^{T}Y = \left( {a,b} \right)^{T}$$ where the matrix *B* and matrix *Y* are as follow. $$B = \begin{pmatrix}
{- Z^{(1)}\left( 2 \right)} & 1 \\
{- Z^{(1)}\left( 3 \right)} & 1 \\
\cdots & \cdots \\
{- Z^{(1)}\left( n \right)} & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix},~~~Y = \left( \begin{array}{l}
{x^{(0)}\left( 2 \right)} \\
{x^{(0)}\left( 3 \right)} \\
{~~~\cdots} \\
{x^{(0)}\left( n \right)} \\
\end{array} \right)$$

The background value *Z*^(1)^ is the mean series of *X*^(1)^, as calculated by the following equation:$$Z^{(1)}\left( {k + 1} \right) = \frac{1}{2}\left\lbrack {X^{(1)}\left( {k + 1} \right) + X^{(1)}\left( k \right)} \right\rbrack,~~~k = 1,2,\cdots,n - 1$$ where *Z*^(1)^(*k* + 1) indicates the background value.

For the GM(1,1) model, a model test should be carried out before the prediction. If the given GM(1,1) model is able to pass the model test, then it can be used for predictions. The widely used model test method for the grey system is relative error testing. The main procedures of the relative error test are as follows.

The relative error of the predicted value can be obtained as follows:$$\Delta k = \frac{\left| {x^{(0)}\left( k \right) - {\hat{x}}^{(0)}\left( k \right)} \right|}{x^{(0)}\left( k \right)}$$

The accuracy test level is shown in [Table 2](#ijerph-17-03790-t002){ref-type="table"}.

If the relative error of the GM(1,1) model is less than 0.2, then the GM(1,1) model can be used for predicting.

2.3. Grey Interval Predicting Method {#sec2dot3-ijerph-17-03790}
------------------------------------

If the original data have irregular fluctuations, the traditional prediction methods, such as linear regression analysis \[[@B34-ijerph-17-03790],[@B35-ijerph-17-03790],[@B36-ijerph-17-03790]\] and quadratic regression analysis \[[@B37-ijerph-17-03790]\], cannot be used to predict their future characteristics. To overcome this issue, we consider predicting the variation range of the original data based on the grey interval predicting method \[[@B39-ijerph-17-03790],[@B40-ijerph-17-03790],[@B41-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Huang and Lin adopted the grey interval predicting method to predict international passenger arrivals to Taiwan \[[@B55-ijerph-17-03790]\], while Chen et al. adopted the grey interval predicting method to predict the passenger volume of the high-speed rail in Taiwan \[[@B56-ijerph-17-03790]\]. The task of grey interval predicting is to process data in accordance with the method of the grey system theory based on mastering the existing data and to understand the development results of the object in advance to take corresponding measures.

For the original data *X*^(0)^, let $\sigma_{\max} = \max\limits_{1 \leq k \leq n}\left\{ {x^{(0)}\left( k \right)} \right\}$ and $\sigma_{\min} = \min\limits_{1 \leq k \leq n}\left\{ {x^{(0)}\left( k \right)} \right\}$.

The upper bound function of *x*^(1)^(*k*) is shown as follows \[[@B31-ijerph-17-03790]\]:$$f_{u}\left( {n + t} \right) = x^{1}\left( n \right) + t\sigma_{\max}.$$

The lower bound function of *x*^(1)^(*k*) is shown as follows:$$f_{l}\left( {n + t} \right) = x^{1}\left( n \right) + t\sigma_{\min}.$$

The highest and lowest predictive values of *x*^(1)^(*k*) are the upper and lower bounds, respectively. The basic predictive function of *X*^(1)^(*k*) is shown as follows:$$f_{b}\left( {n + t} \right) = \frac{f_{u}\left( {n + t} \right) + f_{l}\left( {n + t} \right)}{2}$$

Then, the basic predictive value of original data *X*^(0)^ can be achieved as follows. $${\hat{x}}^{(0)}\left( k \right) = x^{(1)}\left( k \right) - x^{(1)}\left( {k - 1} \right).$$

2.4. Bow Tie Model {#sec2dot4-ijerph-17-03790}
------------------

Fault tree analysis can identify the causes of an accident but cannot perform a detailed analysis of the identified risk factors \[[@B45-ijerph-17-03790],[@B46-ijerph-17-03790],[@B47-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Event tree analysis can perform a detailed analysis of the identified risk factors but cannot identify the causes of an accident \[[@B48-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Different from fault tree analysis \[[@B45-ijerph-17-03790],[@B46-ijerph-17-03790],[@B47-ijerph-17-03790]\] or event tree analysis \[[@B48-ijerph-17-03790]\], the bow tie model integrates the basic causes, possible consequences, and corresponding safety measures of an accident in a transparent diagram ([Figure 1](#ijerph-17-03790-f001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@B49-ijerph-17-03790],[@B50-ijerph-17-03790],[@B51-ijerph-17-03790]\]. The accident causes were indicated on the fault tree side and consequences on the event tree side. Prevention safety measures were set on the accident's left and mitigation safety measures were set on the accident's right. The bow tie model has been applied to many aspects of risk analysis, such as coal mine safety \[[@B50-ijerph-17-03790],[@B51-ijerph-17-03790]\], petrochemical safety \[[@B49-ijerph-17-03790]\], and oxygen lance safety \[[@B57-ijerph-17-03790]\]. The task of the bow tie model is to identify the causes and consequences of an accident and then adopt corresponding safety measures to reduce the risk of an accident.

3. Results {#sec3-ijerph-17-03790}
==========

3.1. Major Accidents of the Metallurgical Industry {#sec3dot1-ijerph-17-03790}
--------------------------------------------------

Metallurgy is the extraction of metals or metallic compounds from minerals using various processing methods and the manufacturing of metals into materials with certain properties. Steel is the most important and widely used metallic material, and the Chinese crude steel output has been increasing since 2000 \[[@B12-ijerph-17-03790]\], as shown in [Figure 2](#ijerph-17-03790-f002){ref-type="fig"}.

As shown in [Figure 2](#ijerph-17-03790-f002){ref-type="fig"}, the Chinese crude steel output remains high, although the growth of this industry slowed after 2014 in response to national economic structural adjustment policies. Chinese crude steel production has been the highest in the world for 23 consecutive years and accounts for approximately half of the world production according to the World Steel Association \[[@B12-ijerph-17-03790]\]. In 2018, the Chinese crude steel output was approximately eight times that of India, nine times that of Japan and 10 times that of the US, the countries that ranked second, third, and fourth in the world in terms of production, respectively. The crude steel output of the top nine producers after China totaled 580.7 million tons in 2018, which is 347.6 million tons less than the output of China.

However, Chinese crude steel is mostly mid- and low-end steel, and the metallurgical equipment and technology in use in China is significantly less advanced than that used in more developed countries, contributing to frequent accidents in Chinese metallurgical enterprises.

There were 152 major, severe, and extraordinarily severe metallurgical industrial accidents reported in China between 2001 and 2018, causing 731 deaths in total. The accidents occurred during regular production, maintenance, and repair activities, as well as during plant reconstruction and expansion. The major accidents that occurred between 2001 and 2018 are shown in [Figure 3](#ijerph-17-03790-f003){ref-type="fig"}.

As shown in [Figure 3](#ijerph-17-03790-f003){ref-type="fig"}, the numbers of major accidents and deaths show roughly saddle-type fluctuations. The most major accidents occurred in 2012, with 15 incidents, followed by 2005 and 2010 with 13. Deaths were the highest in 2010 and 2012, i.e., 55 each year, followed by 2005 and 2013, with 47 each year. Both the number of major accidents and deaths in 2016 were the lowest, with 2 and 6, respectively.

Some safe work practices recently adopted by Chinese metallurgical companies have been effective for accident prevention in individual years, but overall, safe production has not yet been achieved. The metallurgical industry includes many production processes, and a mistake at any step may lead to an accident. Some problems may also arise from insufficient production management.

3.2. Severe and Extraordinarily Severe Accidents of the Metallurgical Industry {#sec3dot2-ijerph-17-03790}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The materials used in the metallurgical production processes are handled under high temperature and high-pressure conditions, and these materials are typically flammable, explosive, poisonous, and harmful. Therefore, metallurgical enterprises are prone to explosions, poisoning, and thermal injury, which can easily cause mass death and casualty. The reported severe and extraordinarily severe accidents in the Chinese metallurgical industry between 2001 and 2018 are shown in [Table 3](#ijerph-17-03790-t003){ref-type="table"}.

[Table 3](#ijerph-17-03790-t003){ref-type="table"} describes one extraordinarily severe and ten severe accidents that occurred between 2001 and 2018, resulting in 175 deaths.

The total number of major accidents, severe accidents, and extraordinarily severe accidents in the Chinese metallurgical industry between 2001 and 2018 was 152, causing 731 deaths in total and an average of 41 deaths per year. According to Japan's Kyodo News, the number of deaths in the Japanese metallurgical industry was 11 in 2015. This illustrates the less safe production of the Chinese metallurgical industry compared with that in other countries.

3.3. Accident Types of the Metallurgical Industry {#sec3dot3-ijerph-17-03790}
-------------------------------------------------

According to the classification standard of casualty accidents for employees working in companies (China) \[[@B58-ijerph-17-03790],[@B59-ijerph-17-03790]\], accidents can be classified as shown in [Figure 4](#ijerph-17-03790-f004){ref-type="fig"} and are explained in detail in [Table 4](#ijerph-17-03790-t004){ref-type="table"}.

As shown in [Figure 4](#ijerph-17-03790-f004){ref-type="fig"}, the greatest number of accidents were poisoning and asphyxiation accidents, causing 61 cases and 280 deaths and accounting for 40% and 38% of the total number of accidents and deaths, respectively. There were 23 accidents involving a furnace, iron, or steel ladle explosion, causing 132 deaths and accounting for 15% and 18% of the total number of accidents and deaths, respectively. These two types of accidents were the main kinds of accidents and accounted for 55% and 56% of the total number of accidents and deaths, respectively.

3.4. Accident Occurrence Time of the Metallurgical Industry {#sec3dot4-ijerph-17-03790}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The accidents were next sorted based on the month in which they occurred, as shown in [Figure 5](#ijerph-17-03790-f005){ref-type="fig"}.

As shown in [Figure 5](#ijerph-17-03790-f005){ref-type="fig"}, the largest number of accidents for a single month occurred in September, with 17 events accounting for 11% of the total number of accidents. The largest number of deaths in a single month occurred in April, with 91 deaths and accounting for 12% of the total number of accidents. The second-highest number of accidents and deaths both occurred in January, with 16 accidents and 87 deaths. The immediate causes for the frequent occurrences in these three months are mainly due to employee misoperation, violating operating regulations, and the lack of a practical contingency plan. The root cause is that the employee safety training in metallurgical enterprises is insufficient, the safety awareness of employees is weak, and a good enterprise safety culture has not been formed.

The fewest accidents for a single month occurred in February, which is likely due to the Chinese New Year and the week of holiday for the Spring Festival. Overall, production is likely the lowest in February, so there were fewer accidents.

The accidents were next classified based on the day of the week on which they occurred, as shown in [Figure 6](#ijerph-17-03790-f006){ref-type="fig"}.

As shown in [Figure 6](#ijerph-17-03790-f006){ref-type="fig"}, the greatest number of accidents occurred on Monday, with 28 incidents accounting for 18% of the total number of accidents. This is likely because Monday is typically the first day of the workweek in China. The employees may not yet be adjusted to a work routine, leading to mistakes.

The three days with the highest number of deaths were Monday, Wednesday, and Sunday, with 145, 165 and 119 deaths, respectively. This correlated with the high number of severe or extraordinarily severe accidents that occurred on these three weekdays. Two severe accidents occurred on Mondays, resulting in 34 deaths; four severe accidents and one extraordinarily severe accident occurred on Wednesdays, with 86 deaths; three severe accidents occurred on Sundays, with 43 deaths.

3.5. Prediction of Deaths Due to Fatal Accidents by the Grey Interval Predicting Method {#sec3dot5-ijerph-17-03790}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The original data of deaths due to fatal accidents are *X*^(0)^ = (16, 16, 19, 52, 47, 53, 85, 47, 35, 76, 45, 81, 47, 20, 24, 19, 27), and the time series of deaths of fatal accidents is *T* = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17).

The GM(1,1) model was directly established based on the original data of deaths due to fatal accidents and Equations (1)--(6), and its prediction formula is shown in [Table 5](#ijerph-17-03790-t005){ref-type="table"}. In addition, taking *T* as the independent variable and *X*^(0)^ as the dependent variable, the simple linear regression model \[[@B34-ijerph-17-03790]\] and the quadratic regression model \[[@B37-ijerph-17-03790]\] can be established, and their formulas are shown in [Table 5](#ijerph-17-03790-t005){ref-type="table"}.

The simulated results are shown in [Table 6](#ijerph-17-03790-t006){ref-type="table"}.

Based on the correlation coefficient and the relative error shown in [Table 5](#ijerph-17-03790-t005){ref-type="table"} and [Table 6](#ijerph-17-03790-t006){ref-type="table"}, the GM(1,1) model, simple linear regression model, or quadratic regression model cannot be used for predicting the deaths of fatal accidents in metallurgical industry.

For this situation, the grey interval predicting method of the grey system theory is a suitable choice. The main procedures of grey interval predicting of fatal accidents are shown below.

The 1-AGO data of deaths due to fatal accidents is *X*^(1)^ = (16, 32, 51, 103, 150, 203, 288, 335, 370, 446, 491, 572, 619, 639, 663, 682, 709).

For the original data of deaths due to fatal accidents *X*^(0)^, $\sigma_{\max} = 85$ and $\sigma_{\min} = 16$.

The upper bound, lower bound and basic predictive functions of *x*^(1)^(*k*) are shown below. $$f_{u}\left( {n + t} \right) = 709 + 85t$$ $$f_{l}\left( {n + t} \right) = 709 + 16t$$ $$f_{b}\left( {n + t} \right) = \frac{\left( {709 + 85t} \right) + \left( {709 + 16t} \right)}{2}$$

Input *t* = 2 and *t* = 3 into Equations (12)--(14), the upper bound, lower bound and basic predictive values of 1-AGO data *x*^(1)^(19) and *x*^(1)^(20) can be achieved, with *f~u~*(*n* + 2) = 879, *f~l~*(*n* + 2) = 741, *f~b~*(*n* + 2) = 810, and *f~u~*(*n* + 3) = 964, *f~l~*(*n* + 3) = 757, and *f~b~*(*n* + 3) = 860.5. Then, input *f~u~*(*n* + 2) = 879 and *f~u~*(*n* + 3) = 964 into Equation (11), and the upper bound of original data can be achieved, with *x~u~*^(0)^(20) = 85. The lower bound and basic predictive values of the original data can be achieved in a similar way, with *x~l~*^(0)^(20) = 16 and *x~b~*^(0)^(20) = 50.5. The parameter *k* = 20 corresponds to the year 2020 in the time series. Therefore, the highest, lowest and basic predictive values of deaths due to fatal accidents in 2020 are 85, 16 and 50.5, respectively.

3.6. Severe Accident Prediction by the GM(1,1) Model {#sec3dot6-ijerph-17-03790}
----------------------------------------------------

Catastrophe prediction is an outlier prediction in essence. For the threshold value of an outlier, it is generally determined subjectively by people.

Taking the severe accident as a catastrophe, first we predict the occurrence of a severe accident based on the simple linear regression model and quadratic regression model. Whether the severe accident occurs or not is a qualitative variable, and a corresponding value should be assigned to predict future characteristics. If a severe accident occurred, we assigned it 1, otherwise 0. Therefore, the data of severe accidents are *S* = (0, 0, 0, 1 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1). The time series of deaths due to fatal accidents *T* is taken as the independent variable and the data of severe accidents *S* is taken as the dependent variable. The formulas for predicting severe accidents based on the simple linear regression model and the quadratic regression model are shown in [Table 7](#ijerph-17-03790-t007){ref-type="table"}.

The simulated results of severe accidents based on the simple linear regression model and the quadratic regression model are shown in [Table 8](#ijerph-17-03790-t008){ref-type="table"}.

As shown in [Table 7](#ijerph-17-03790-t007){ref-type="table"}, the correlation coefficients of the simple linear regression model and the quadratic regression model are small, indicating that these two models are not suitable for predictions. In addition, every year in the future, severe accidents in the metallurgical industry will occur based on the simple linear regression model ([Table 8](#ijerph-17-03790-t008){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, severe accidents in metallurgical industry will not occur every year in the future based on the quadratic regression model ([Table 8](#ijerph-17-03790-t008){ref-type="table"}). Obviously, these two prediction results are not in accord with reality.

The GM(1,1) model of the grey system theory can be used for catastrophe prediction \[[@B42-ijerph-17-03790],[@B43-ijerph-17-03790],[@B44-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Taking a severe accident as a catastrophe, the time series of severe accidents is *T*^(0)^ = (4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16).

Taking *T*^(0)^ as the original data, the GM(1,1) model of severe accidents can be established based on Equations (1)--(6). The formula for predicting a severe accident is shown below. $${\hat{x}}^{(0)}\left( {k + 1} \right) = 5.4174e^{0.1385t}.$$

The simulated results of severe accidents based on the GM(1,1) model are shown in [Table 9](#ijerph-17-03790-t009){ref-type="table"}.

The relative errors shown in [Table 9](#ijerph-17-03790-t009){ref-type="table"} can pass the model test, therefore the GM(1,1) model of severe accidents can be used for predicting.

The next two values are 18.85 and 21.65 based on the formula for predicting severe accidents, indicating that in 2018.85 (2018 or 2019) and 2021.65 (2021 or 2022), there may be a severe accident in the metallurgical industry.

According to the relevant government websites in China, no severe accidents occurred in metallurgical enterprises in 2018 or 2019. However, a poisoning and apnoea accident caused by gas occurred at Shougang Group Shuicheng Steel Company in January 2018, which killed nine employees and injured another 2 \[[@B60-ijerph-17-03790]\]. This accident is extremely close to the severe accident category, indicating that the prediction method for severe accidents adopted in this paper is reasonable.

According to the prediction results, a severe accident will occur in metallurgical enterprises in 2021 or 2022, and corresponding countermeasures should be adopted to prevent these accidents.

3.7. Bow Tie Analysis of Fatal Accidents in the Metallurgical Industry {#sec3dot7-ijerph-17-03790}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

In this paper, a bow tie analysis was carried out for fatal accidents in metallurgical enterprises, the causes and consequences of fatal accidents in metallurgical enterprises were identified and the corresponding safety measures to adopt for preventing such cases were identified ([Figure 7](#ijerph-17-03790-f007){ref-type="fig"}).

Four causes that can lead to fatal accidents in metallurgical enterprises were listed on the left side of the bow tie, namely, insufficient safety training, lack of inspection in fieldwork, incomplete safe operation guidelines and lack of accident prevention measures, which belonged to fault tree analysis.

Three consequences of fatal accidents in metallurgical enterprises were set on the right side of the bow tie, namely, casualties, equipment trouble and environmental pollution, which belonged to event tree analysis.

Four corresponding preventive safety measures were listed on the left side and ten mitigative safety measures were listed on the right side. The precondition of mitigative safety measures is that an accident has occurred; its purpose is to reduce the loss from the accident. The best safety measures prevent accidents from happening and eliminate accidents from the start.

Through the detailed analysis of the bow tie model, the risk of fatal accidents in metallurgical enterprises can be reduced by adopting the corresponding safety measures. It should be mentioned that accidents are often caused by more than one factor. Therefore, to reduce the accident potential, multiple safety measures should be adopted to ensure safe production in metallurgical enterprises.

4. Discussion {#sec4-ijerph-17-03790}
=============

As the original statistical data of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry have irregular fluctuations, the traditional prediction methods, such as linear regression analysis \[[@B34-ijerph-17-03790]\], or quadratic regression analysis \[[@B37-ijerph-17-03790]\], cannot be used to predict their future characteristics. To overcome this issue, the grey system theory has been introduced to predict the future characteristics of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry. The results of this study confirmed that the grey system theory can be used for interval and catastrophe predictions in the metallurgical industry.

Once the future characteristics of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry have been determined, the corresponding safety measures should be adopted to prevent accidents. Different from fault tree analysis \[[@B45-ijerph-17-03790],[@B46-ijerph-17-03790],[@B47-ijerph-17-03790]\] or event tree analysis \[[@B48-ijerph-17-03790]\], the bow tie model integrates the basic causes, possible consequences, and corresponding safety measures of an accident in a transparent diagram \[[@B49-ijerph-17-03790],[@B50-ijerph-17-03790],[@B51-ijerph-17-03790]\]. In this study, the bow tie model was used to identify the causes and consequences of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry; then, corresponding safety measures were adopted to reduce the risk of an accident occurring. Shin reported that the main cause of chemical accidents is safety work permit violations \[[@B23-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Additionally, the violation of a safety work permit is the main cause of accidents in the metallurgical industry.

According to the Heinrich accident-causing theory, approximately 80% of accidents are caused by unsafe human behavior \[[@B61-ijerph-17-03790]\]. Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen the safety training of employees in the metallurgical industry, standardize employee behavior, and improve employees' professional skills. To do this, capital investment is required to improve the quality of safety training and enable employees to master the necessary safety skills. Second, different safety training plans are required for the operating features of different positions. Safety training must be understood by management and operable for employees. Third, evaluation is required to be sure that employees understand the safety training. The results from the evaluation can be applied to further improve the safety training content.

The object of safety management is not to deal with accidents but to manage the risk factors before an accident occurs. Safety management involves working to adopt appropriate technical and economical methods to effectively control the risk factors through hazard identification and safety assessments. Businesses should be aware of safety regulations and make these regulations part of standard operations. They must encourage employees to develop good safety behaviors. Safety management should focus on accident prevention. Regular safety inspections are needed to reduce the accident potential due to unsafe machinery conditions and unsafe employee behavior. Overall, efforts are needed to improve the safety awareness of employees and standardize operation procedures.

In many metallurgical enterprises, production accidents are caused by inadequate rules and regulations. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize labor organizations and improve the rules and regulations for operation. The optimization of labor organizations includes identifying different types of work and technology stages, describing the necessary preparatory and management work, setting specific operation teams, and putting limits on working time. The goal of labor organizations should be to establish a good labor productivity system to improve the relationships between employees, the work that needs to be done, and the instruments of labor. The rules and regulations for metallurgical companies should include a responsibility system, safe operation rules, and a management system. The rules and regulations should specify the safety responsibilities of each employee and standardize safe production behavior. Feasible emergency rescue plans should be designed and employees and rescuers should know this information to prevent the expansion of accidents caused by blind rescue efforts. It should be clear who is responsible for production safety and the implementation of the various rules and regulations to ensure safe production.

The identification of potentially dangerous and harmful factors is the foundation of risk management. Only after identifying these factors can the corresponding safety measures be constructed to control the accident potential. Risk analysis is required to assess the risk level and possible consequences of dangerous and harmful factors and to identify appropriate accident prevention measures. The metallurgical industry should strictly control and manage risks and design emergency rescue plans. Routine surveillance is also critical to control the identified risk factors.

To simplify the discussion, the initial condition of the first value of the 1-AGO data was chosen as only the first value of the original data in the GM(1,1) model. Future research should focus on the influence of the initial condition on the prediction result.

5. Conclusions {#sec5-ijerph-17-03790}
==============

The purpose of this study was to establish a composite risk analysis method for fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows.

Despite the serious consequences of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry, few statistical analysis reports of fatal accidents in this industry exist. This study collected 152 fatal accidents in the Chinese metallurgical industry from 2001 to 2018, including 141 major accidents, 10 severe accidents, and 1 extraordinarily severe accident, together resulting in 731 deaths.

Most of the accidents in the traffic industry are object strikes, and approximately 50% of the accidents in the chemical industry are explosions. However, in the metallurgical industry, the greatest number of accidents are poisoning and asphyxiation accidents, which accounts for 40% of the total number of fatal accidents. The metallurgical industry performs many production processes, and gas may be used in many of these processes, which can lead to gas poisoning accidents. In addition, gas poisoning accidents in the metallurgical industry can also be caused by a gas leakage due to the corrosion of a pipeline or improper operation in a confined workspace.

The original statistical data of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry have irregular fluctuations, so the traditional prediction methods, such as linear regression analysis or quadratic regression analysis, cannot be used to predict their future characteristics. To overcome this issue, the grey system theory is introduced to predict the future characteristics of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry. The variation range of the fatal accidents was predicted based on the grey interval predicting method, and the GM(1,1) model was used for the catastrophe prediction. The results showed that severe accidents may occur in the metallurgical industry in 2021 or 2022, and corresponding countermeasures should be adopted to prevent these accidents.

Fault tree analysis can identify the causes of an accident but cannot perform a detailed analysis of the identified risk factors. Event tree analysis can perform a detailed analysis of the identified risk factors but cannot identify the causes of an accident. The bow tie model integrates the basic causes, possible consequences, and corresponding safety measures of an accident in a transparent diagram. In this study, the bow tie model was used to identify the causes and consequences of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry; then, the corresponding safety measures were adopted to reduce the risk. The results showed that insufficient safety training, lack of inspection in fieldwork, incomplete safe operation guidelines and lack of accident prevention measures are the main causes that can lead to fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry. Casualties, equipment trouble and environmental pollution are the consequences of fatal accidents. The risk of fatal accidents in the metallurgical industry can be reduced by adopting the corresponding safety measures based on the bow tie model.

Although this study achieved several significant results, there are limitations to the proposed model. To simplify the discussion, the initial condition of the first value of the 1-AGO data was chosen as only the first value of the original data in the GM(1,1) model. Different GM(1,1) models can be established by choosing different initial conditions, which will have an influence on the prediction results. Future work should focus on the influence of the initial condition on the prediction results. In addition, this study only introduced the GM(1,1) model for catastrophe prediction in the metallurgical industry, and did not discuss the integration of the GM(1,1) model with other prediction techniques. Once the catastrophe data series were determined by the GM(1,1) model, linear or nonlinear regression models can also be used for prediction. Future studies should focus on the integration of the GM(1,1) model with other prediction techniques. Last but not least, bow tie model adopted in this study is a qualitative method, the severity and probability of an accident cannot be analyzed. A risk matrix is a structured risk management method, which can determine the risk level of an accident based on the probability and severity. To prevent the accident effectively, future research should focus on the feasibility analysis of combining risk matrix with bow tie model.

The following are available online at <https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/17/11/3790/s1>, the data that supports this paper have been uploaded as electronic supplementary materials.
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Click here for additional data file.
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###### 

Production accident classification.

  Accident Grade   Deaths     Serious Injuries   Property Loss (*Yuan*)
  ---------------- ---------- ------------------ ------------------------
  Ordinary         \[0,3)     \[0,10)            \[0,10^7^)
  Major            \[3,10)    \[10,50)           \[10^7^,5 × 10^7^)
  Severe           \[10,30)   \[50,100)          \[5 × 10^7^,10^8^)
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###### 

Accuracy testing level.

  Relative Error   0.01          0.05           0.10          0.20
  ---------------- ------------- -------------- ------------- --------------
  Accuracy level   First level   Second level   Third level   Fourth level
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###### 

Severe and extraordinarily severe accidents in the Chinese metallurgical industry between 2001 and 2018.

  Date               Company                                      Accident Type                Deaths   Injuries   Causes
  ------------------ -------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------- ---------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  8-April-2004       Zhongrun Iron and Steel Co. Ltd.             Electric shock               12       3          Employees accidentally touched 10,000 volt wires when moving a work shed.
  8-November-2006    Yongqiang Roller Co. Ltd.                    Thermal injury               12       15         Molten steel overflow due to a cover falling off a centrifugal casting machine.
  18-April-2007      Qinghe Special Steel Co. Ltd.                Thermal injury               32       6          The steel ladle completely detached and molten steel was spilt and spread into the steelmaking workshop office.
  19-August-2007     Weiqiao Pioneering Groups Co. Ltd.           Other explosion              20       55         Part of the aluminum discharge outlet was missing, allowing a large amount of high temperature aluminum liquid to flow and explode.
  24-December-2008   Tangshan Ganglu Iron and Steel Co. Ltd.      Poisoning and asphyxiation   17       27         Gas leakage caused by a burst of the top explosion venting plate of the gravitational dust collector.
  4-January-2010     Puyang Iron and Steel Co. Ltd.               Poisoning and asphyxiation   21       9          The converter gas recovery system was not sufficient, and the water seal was not constructed to the necessary design.
  5-October-2011     Nanjing Iron and Steel Union Co. Ltd.        Thermal injury               12       1          The carbon brick inside the hearth had eroded and thinned, affecting the furnace casting when the strength monitoring and evaluation were insufficient. Additionally, the blowing operation caused an increase in the pressure in the furnace, which resulted in the molten iron breaking down the furnace wall.
  20-February-2012   Anshan Iron and Steel Group                  Other explosion              13       17         Water seepage of the pit caused excessive water accumulation at the bottom of the mold bed. A large amount of high-temperature molten steel was injected into the cavity for a short time, and the high energy was released as an explosion.
  5-August-2012      Aluminum lock processing plant               Other explosion              13       14         Aluminum dust that accumulated during the polishing process detonated.
  29-November-2015   Shandong Fulai Stainless Steel Co. Ltd.      Poisoning and asphyxiation   10       7          Defects in the drainer and gas transportation process allowed gas to leak.
  22-Junuary-2016    Henan branch of China aluminum corporation   Significant fall             13       6          The bearing capacity of the subsider increased and was uneven due to improper construction that did not follow the design scheme. Employee operation in violation of rules.
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###### 

Accident types.

  Accident Type                Description
  ---------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Poisoning and asphyxiation   Poisoning is a human acute poisoning accident caused by exposure to a toxic substance; asphyxiation refers to what happens when working in a place that is not ventilated, employees may lose consciousness or die due to the lack of oxygen.
  Other explosion              Explosion of furnace, iron or steel ladle.
  Thermal injury               Burn caused by contact with flames, hot objects, or a strong acid or base splashing onto the body, or skin damage caused by radiation.
  Collapse                     Collapse of buildings, structures, stacked materials, or earth and stone.
  Fall from a high place       Accidents caused by the difference in gravitational potential energy.
  Object strike                Personal injury accidents caused by the inert force of an uncontrolled object.
  Drowning                     A large amount of water entering the lungs through the mouth or nose, blocking the respiratory tract, leading to acute hypoxia and suffocation.
  Container explosion          Gas explosion caused by the rupture of the pressure vessel belongs to the physical explosion category.
  Electric shock               Physical injury caused by electric current flowing through the human body.
  Mechanical injury            Injury caused by twisting, smashing, bumping, or cutting by mechanical equipment and tools.
  Fire disaster                Personal injury or death caused by fire.
  Lifting injury               Accidents caused by the lifting operation.
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###### 

Prediction formulas of different models.

  Model                            Predicting Formula                                            Correlation Coefficient R
  -------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------
  GM(1,1) model                    ${\hat{x}}^{(0)}\left( {k + 1} \right) = - 47e^{- 0.0104t}$   Not applicable
  Simple linear regression model   $x = 41.441 + 0.029t$                                         0.007
  Quadratic regression model       $x = - 0.75t^{2} + 13.608t - 1.559$                           0.728
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###### 

Simulated results of deaths caused by fatal accidents by different models.

  Original Data   GM(1,1) Model   Simple Linear Regression Model   Quadratic Regression Model                         
  --------------- --------------- -------------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------- --------- -----------
  16              46.8043         192.5269%                        41.4706                      159.1912%   11.2952   72.7635%
  19              46.3204         143.7914%                        41.5000                      159.375%    22.6404   45.4449%
  52              45.8414         11.8434%                         41.5294                      118.5758%   32.4768   21.7981%
  47              45.3675         3.4735%                          41.5588                      20.0792%    40.8044   1.8152%
  53              44.8984         15.2861%                         41.5882                      11.5144%    47.6233   14.5115%
  85              44.4341         47.7245%                         41.6177                      21.4761%    52.9334   27.1899%
  47              43.9747         6.4368%                          41.6471                      51.0035%    56.7348   36.2276%
  35              43.5200         24.3430%                         41.6765                      11.3267%    59.0274   41.6323%
  76              43.0701         43.3289%                         41.7059                      19.1597%    59.8112   43.4118%
  45              42.6247         5.2784%                          41.7353                      45.0851%    59.0862   41.5736%
  81              42.1840         47.9210%                         41.7647                      7.18953%    56.8524   36.1255%
  47              41.7478         11.1748%                         41.7941                      48.4023%    53.1099   27.0751%
  20              41.3162         106.5809%                        41.8235                      11.0138%    47.8586   14.4299%
  24              40.8890         70.3708%                         41.8529                      109.2647%   41.0986   1.80245%
  19              40.4662         112.9801%                        41.8824                      74.50979%   32.8297   21.61443%
  27              40.0478         48.3253%                         41.9118                      120.5882%   23.0521   44.99844%
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###### 

Formulas for predicting severe accidents.

  Model                            Prediction Formula                    Correlation Coefficient R
  -------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ---------------------------
  Simple linear regression model   $s = 0.25 + 0.037t$                   0.342
  Quadratic regression model       $s = - 0.008t^{2} + 0.165t - 0.134$   0.446
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###### 

Simulated results of severe accidents.

  Severe Accidents   Simple Linear Regression Model   Quadratic Regression Model             
  ------------------ -------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------- ----------
  0                  0.28676                          −0.28676                     0.02328   −0.28676
  0                  0.32353                          −0.32353                     0.16544   −0.32353
  0                  0.36029                          −0.36029                     0.29254   −0.36029
  1                  0.39706                          0.60294                      0.40459   0.60294
  0                  0.43382                          −0.43382                     0.50158   −0.43382
  1                  0.47059                          0.52941                      0.58351   0.52941
  1                  0.50735                          0.49265                      0.65039   0.49265
  1                  0.54412                          0.45588                      0.70221   0.45588
  0                  0.58088                          −0.58088                     0.73897   −0.58088
  1                  0.61765                          0.38235                      0.76068   0.38235
  1                  0.65441                          0.34559                      0.76733   0.34559
  1                  0.69118                          0.30882                      0.75893   0.30882
  0                  0.72794                          −0.72794                     0.73547   −0.72794
  0                  0.76471                          −0.76471                     0.69695   −0.76471
  1                  0.80147                          0.19853                      0.64338   0.19853
  1                  0.83824                          0.16176                      0.57475   0.16176
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###### 

Simulated results of severe accidents.

  Original Data   Simulated Data   Residual Error   Relative Error
  --------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
  6               6.2231           −0.2231          3.7180%
  7               7.1478           −0.1478          2.1118%
  8               8.2100           −0.2100          2.6249%
  10              9.4300           0.5700           5.7000%
  11              10.8313          0.1687           1.5337%
  12              12.4408          −0.4408          3.6736%
  15              14.2895          0.7105           4.7364%
  16              16.4130          −0.4130          2.5810%
